Non-validated ATTTASLATIONS

Throughout the literature, there is a tendency to the overestimation of the VH3R lineage in B-cells, which is not supported by evidence. B-cells expressing VH3R lineage are found in all age groups, but not exclusively in those with autoimmune diseases. Therefore, a more accurate approach to the study of B-cells is needed.

Attochromat with a typical YXGT-C epitope-Currier contains a neuropeptide

Attochromat and VELLOTOGENESIS

The development of neuropeptides in B-cells is critical to the function of the immune system. The overexpression of neuropeptides in B-cells, especially those with autoimmune diseases, may contribute to the pathogenesis of these disorders. However, further research is needed to fully understand the role of neuropeptides in B-cells.